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What a year! So much happened around the globe. More humans
than before are noticing the unpleasant impacts on their lives due to
horrifying news and a perceived increased level of uncertainty. As this
year comes to an end we, at the Daisy Papp Mindset Evolution
Foundation, continue advocating inner peace with simple mindset
adjustments that last, to empower humans around the globe.
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It's almost over... endings and new beginnings
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As this this newsletter is in the process of being generated, I just
received news that the  award-winning Bald and Blonde Mindset
Evolution podcast we are supporting, now has listeners in 77
countries! 
Our latest reports show that the podcast
now also has listeners in Iran.
Only through your support and sharing is
it possible to reach humans bypassing
cultural and geographic distances. We
wonder which will be the next country
joining in?
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...are we there yet?

Thanks to Florida Keys Media we now have PSA's (Public
Service Announcements) airing on 7 local radio
stations several times a day. We aim to get the
attention of humans in need of help and also wish to
expand on the number of our supporters. Together
We Are Strong! 

Wow...  I just received another message:
Welcome to Finland! We now have
listeners in 78 countries! We wonder, which

country will be next?



...The Common
Denominator
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Humans are doing business with humans. That's fact.
Humans work with humans. Humans befriend humans. Humans
argue with humans. Humans build communities with other
humans. Humans start families with humans. The afore mentioned
facts reflect only a few examples of how humans connect.
We, at the Daisy Papp Mindset Evolution Foundation have many
visions. One of  them is to empower humans and increase their
commitment to, and quality of integrity. When empowered humans
with integrity come together, empowered societies, communities,
families, businesses, etc. with integrity can come about. Can you
envision our lives being filled with human connections that are
built on integrity? 

We see this time and era as a fantastic opportunity
for humanity. In order to cultivate integrity we offer
free workshops, lectures, and individual consultations
to humans everywhere, in communities, schools,
universities, families, groups;  professionals, and
individuals alike.

Please, share with everyone you feel is receptive to
this opportunity. We live our purpose to serve
humans, around the globe. We are looking forward to
receiving inquiries and hearing your ideas and
concerns. The easiest way to connect with us is by
clicking here and filling out the contact form. 
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How to defeat the holiday blues
Combating loneliness
How connection lifts us up
How gratitude changes our perspective
Why living in the present is the real gift
Why we are reluctant to ask for help
How to reach out and reconnect when it feels like "it's been too
long"
The recipe for Self Esteem
Removing old programs

Free Workshop
Join us for a free online workshop and invite your friends and family.
Discover how our mind-body connection can change our reality...
Talking points:

PLUS AS A SPECIAL    BONUS...

Together We Are Strong
We have formed connections with humans from around the globe,
some of whom are close to leaders of countries on several continents.
Currently, we are working on producing a video series where we speak
with experts in their own field (and geographic location) discussing
forward-thinking concepts, finding solutions, brain-storming how we can
cultivate human values and integrity and implement these into the
current education systems. 
This certainly takes time. Nevertheless, we are unstoppable in serving
humanity to inspire a valuable present and a better future for all.
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eBook
Free 



Our initiative Humanism.Global aka Together We Are
Strong  uses yet another outlet to share and spread joy,
inspiration, human values, and integrity. We created a
telegram channel. We envisage  utilizing this outlet to grow,
and reach humans using telegram messenger around the
globe. Come and have a look. Visit us, enjoy, and share.
Telegram is considered a safe messenger platform that
also allows us to have a chat group where we offer like-
minded humans a safe place to connect and also get in
touch with us directly.
It is easy to join. 
Simply click on the icon
or type in the following into your preferred browser:
https://t.me/HumanismGlobal

Thank you for supporting us. We have received
significant contributions from humans who share our

vision and care for a humane future filled with
empowered humans living with integrity. Please,

continue supporting us and share our work, mission
and vision far and wide. Thank you!

telegram...
We Share Joy and Inspiration -

now also on telegram 
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How to
contribute 

We are a private foundation within the meaning  of Section
501(c)(3). We are located in the State of Florida and
operate benevolently around the globe. Donors can
deduct contributions made to us under IRC Section 170. 

Our mailing address:
Daisy Papp Mindset Evolution Foundation
100 Grinnell Street
Key West, FL 33040

Our banking contact:
Daisy Papp Mindset Evolution Foundation
Centenniel Bank
Account # 504301174
Routing # 082902757

Click here to donate with PayPal

Credit Card Donations  

Soon we can accept your contributions with crypto currencies. We are deliberately
making efforts to making this new technology available to our generous supporters. 

Ways to support our Foundation
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